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In this second article on Florentine tailoring,
I concentrate on possible patterns used in the
middle r6th Century by Florentine Tailors,
specifically for the falda (skirt) and imbusto
(bodice). Firstly, it is most important to study
the fashiorls.

The qpical sottana (petticoat/dress) that was
fashionable in the mid r6e century (rS+o-
rS6o) consisted of a wide, square neckline
with narrow'shoulder straps'. The waistline
varies during the r6th century, from the
higher waisted. 153o's slowly lowering to on
or just below the waist by the mid 15oo's.
Originally the waistline was straight. During
the LS o's there was a slight cunre to the front
of the waistline. By the 155o's the waistline
was beginning to peak at the front. This
became popular from the LS6o's onwards.
Pleating varied from flat pleating to cartridge
pleating and returned more commonly to flat
pleating by the L54os. This can be seen in Figs
L,2 and.3.

In the 154o's Bronzino
portrait of Eleanora d,'

Toledo and her son,
(Figure 5, at right) we
can already see the
formation of Eleanora's
favourite outfit which
consisted of the sottana
with narrow sleeves
(sometimes in panes)
with mimimal baragoni,
more like pleated
ribbons at the top. This
was often worn under a zimmarra (turkish
inspired loose gowrl) especially into the 155o's.
It is not very surprising that the sleeve became
more slender in order to fit under the
zimmarra. (Figure 4)

'/, onf aaff/rn ooo[5T-;ntant ryory\,
Extant Florentine sottana and contemporary
pattern books give insight into possible
patterns used during the mid r6th century.

The following patterns are based
mainly on the two available extant
Florentine sottana: one being
Eleanora d'Toledo's burial dress
(FiS 6 - next page, top right) and
another from Pisa (assumed to be
Eleanora's) seen in Figure 7. There
are discussions on these found in
La Moda a Firenze andPatterns of
Fashion and of the Red Pisa dress
in L'abito della Granduchessa.
This book deals with extant
Florentine sottana found in the
Meuseo Nazionale de PaI azzo
Reale in Pisa and their restoration.

There are a few sources for contemporary
drawings of r6th century patterns in use by
European tailors:

a.. I1 Libro del Sarto (Milanese Tailor's
Handbook (Italian, written during r57os)
b.. Alcega's Tailor's Pattern Book. (Spanish,

1589)
c.. Geometria y traca para el oficio de los

sastres by Diego de Freyle's (ISBB). this is held

Fig 1: An unknown lady by Jacopo Pontormo (1532-33). Fig 2: Bronzino's
Portrait of Lucrezia Panciatichi (1540) Fig 3: Bronzino's Bia, The lllegitimate
Daughter of Cosimo I de'Medici (1542) Fig 4: Bronzino's Portrait of Lucrezia
Panciatichi (1550).recently attributed as possibly Eleanora, La Moda a Firenze

Maniche (sleeves) were originully voluminous
with large baragoni (uppersleeve) being very
popular in the 153o's. The lower half of the
sleeve was more fitted and could be of a

different colour, material or decoration.
(Figure 1 and z).

By the late LS4o's, the baragoni had become
smaller until the sleeve had become sleeker
with very minimal baragoni, sometimes just
a nominal d.ecoration. (Figure 7).

Cotiqtrice:t6 Issae jq
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at the Folger Shakespeare Library in
\fashington DC. Some scans of plates are
available on The Renaissance Tailor website.

tnfortunately these are from the middle to
late r6th century. To date, I have not found
pattern books specifically by Florence tailors
or extant examples of an earlier r6th century
Florentine sottana.

Looking at the layout of Eleanora's burial
dress (Figure 6, top right), it shows n'hat
appears to be seam lines, which may indicate
the pattern used at the time (rS6z). By this
time, the front waistline was peaked. This is

similar in style to 'kirtles' found in Juan
Alcega's Tailor's Pattern Book (Fig 8,Ieft side
of third row, at right), which provides
contemporary patterns for various outfits.
This can be supported by extrapolated
patterns found in L'abito della Granduchessa.
Figure 7a shows one of the designs given for
the pattern of the Red Pisa sottana.

As Eleanora was Spanish, it is a possibility
that with her arrival in Florence, fashions
irould inherit a Spanish influence and that
Eleanora's tailor may use a Florentine-
modified version of a Spanish pattern. This
may explain the changes in waistline, skirt
pattern and sleeve fashion, as well as the
similarities reflected in the Spanish and
Florentine patterns. The authors of La
\Ioda a Firenze suggest that Eleanora did
:nodify her Spanish tastes towards those of
Florence. Eleanor married Cosimo d'
\Iedici in rs39 and resided in Florence. She
died in 1562. The Medici used the same
tailor Mastro Agostino, during Eleanora's
time in Florence. (La Moda a Firenze p26).
It is not unreasonable to surmise that
patterns could have remained consistent
during this time. t'

€ott/rns,

The extant sottana available to us are just after
mid r5oo's. The available contemporary
drawn patterns are from the later r6th
century. This suggests that this pattern was
still relevant a few decades later. Conversely,
it is not unreasonable to propose that patterns
were in use decades earlier than the printed
patterns.

This gives a possible documented time line of
the middle to late t6th century, with patterns
being able to be adapted for sottana at the
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Fi,gure 7a

beginning of Eleanora's Florence of the 154o's
for sottana \\ith pleated skirts which lookvery
similar in shape to those of the 156o's.

La Moda a Firenze provides us with a picture
of Eleanora di Toledo's burial gown, after
restoration. (F igure 9) and L'abito della
Granduchessa shows various extrapolated
patterns from the Red Pisa sottana (Figure

7a). The burial gown conveniently has all the
parts of the dress displayed separately,
showing how it was patterned.

igure 7
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qoffo dfiirtl Priortothel54o's,Florentineskirtsweremore economical use of available material, whichJ v \'/ 
voluminous. Figure t shows the differences, was expensive. Together, this could give the
with the 153o's and early 154os, having more
material pleated at the waist. Just one decade
later, there is much less material pleated into
the waistline (Figure 3). Figure 2 shows the
transtition to a lower waistline with a curye
towards the more peaked front, as seen in the
Pisa dress (figure il.

The pieces of the skirt pattern can seen in
Eleanora's burial gown, made more clearly
visible in Figure 9. (The dotted line can either
be a seam or on the fold, depending on
material width.) and in Figure 7a, with a few
extra pieces added.

Looking further afield, the Milanese Tailor's
Handbook f g+Y has a similar skirt pattern
as seen in figure 10.

This is also a later fashion, so there is
a peaked bodice (imbusto) giving a
dip to the front of the skirt pattern.
The two pieces on the left of figure 10

are for the front of the skirt. The two
pieces to the right are for the back
skirt with a train (upside down).

My personal preference is for an
earlier dress of the 154os, before the
bodice \r.as peaked. The following
patterns and la1'olrts will be based on

, this ealier fashion. It is quite easy to
, adjust my patt€rns back to the

part of the r6e century. For earlier
fashiors, the skirt is lengthened to attatch to
a shorter bodice.

Note: L'abito della Granduchessa also gives
a glimpse of an incomplete extant r6th
century (exact dates not given) Tuscan linen/
wool dress from the Meuseo Nazionale de
Palazzo Reale in Pisa. This shows a curved
waistline (Figure roa). Interestingly, this
sottana has a more simple skirt (possibly
middle class sottana, assumed from the lack
of decoratior, materials used and simpler
pattern) with four rectangles for the skirt
patterr, pleat"ed into the dress. So this is
indeed a valid gption for a Tuscan skirt of the
r6th century.

Using Eleanora's burial dress and Alcega's
layouts, a similar skirt pattern can be made.
Another aspect of pattern use is the

following pattern layout seen in Figure rr.
(The shaded area can be used to cut the sleeves

or bodice.) The size of each piece will depend
on how tall you are, the size of the skirt and
how you are attaching it to the bodice. The
length ofthe front, back and side gores (a) are
the height of the skirt (bodice to floor) plus
the hem and waistband seam. If you want a

train, then the length (a) for the back b would
be longer, adding the train length.

The final width of the skirt (at the top, with
all pieces joined) = (b) +(i+j). I generally make
about 3-4 times the waist measurement, as I
commonly use a flat square? knife pleat. I
make the top of the back skirt (back waist) is
generally 4 times the of the back bodice waist
measurement (b). This is used to give a
measurement to fit a pleated skirt into the
bottom of thebodice. This mayrequire adding
other'panels' at the front or back of the skirt,
to make this measurement. This works well
with r4ocm modern width materials. In Figure
tt, I have added a second front a, as I prefer
the earlier, more pleated waistline.

The beauty of this skirt pattern layout is that
it can be easily adapted to differing material
widths by making each panel narrow orwider
or inserting another.

rPuttins rt crog/t6/r'

The z side gores (d) attach to the front panels
(a). Alcegapromotes matchingbias edges with
selvage edges, as this as it will reduce the drop
of the skirt and give less stretch on the seams.
This can be done by spinning the back
triangular gusset (c), so that the edge (0 is
pinned to (g) on the side of the back panel.
The front gusset d is flipped so that the bias
edge (h) is pinned to the front side selvage.
This can be seen in Figure rz.

This gives a skirt with a wide hem width,less
bulk to sew in at the waist and very economical
use of material. (I used at least r.5 mless than
I would have used on my 'standard' skirts of 3
to 4 panels of material sewn into a tube). This
would also give the maiimum visible amount
of material (conspicuous consumption) within
the bounds of any contemporary sumptuary
laws on material consumption or modern
money constraints.

In this pattern, there will be one section that

$ Cor&qtrice: Issae j4



has the material pattern upside down. If
modern sensibilities mean you cannot do this,
then you will need to recut another section and
use more material. I do not bother, as this is
not visible when wearing the skirt. Examples
ofpatterir reversal can also be seen in Patterns
of Fashion.

attociing $t Joif" tu $/ im6usro,

This will depend on the specific time and area
of the desired outfit. Skirts can be attached
by cartridge pleating, box or knife pleating.
Earlier skirts (pre r54o's) appear to be flat
pleated (Figure r) or cartridge pleated (Figure
z). Most Florentine skirts in portraits, after
the r54o's, appear to have a form of flat
pleating (Figures 5,4,5,6 and roa)

The Red Pisa sottana was restored with
possible cartridge pleating. However, the
bodice was also restored in a very interesting
fashion (L'Abito della Granduchessa) that is
inconsistent with other contemporary extant
sottana, r6th century Italian or Spanish
pattern books. This is also inconsistent with
most of the portraits of the t55o's and t56o's,
rvhich are contemporary to the Red Pisa
sottana. So this is an anomaly that requires
further investigation and shows the care we
must take when assessing research done by
textile restorers, just as we must take care
ryhen assessing restored paintings.

'v/Jinitions'
Armschythe.' armhole curve of the imbusto
pattern
Baragoni: puffy top half of the sleeve.
Falda - Italian for skirts
Imbusto - bodice/ body of the sottana,
covering the chest and shoulders.
Maniche: sleeve
Sottana: (petticoat). This was originally the
underdress, in earlier r6thC,laterbeing more
popularly being the dress r,Vorn on its orvn.
Toile: pattern made by draping materia-l over
the body or mannequin, shaping it to the
desired pattern.
Zimmarra: a loose gown worn over the
sottana. This was originally based on the
Turkish coats.

-.rr. r
$tbnolrolny,

a. Alcega, Juan.The Tailor's Pattern Book,
1589 Facimile, Ruth Bean, Carlton,
Bedford, 1929.
b. Arnold, Janet Patterns of Fashion,
MacMillan, London, 1985. ISBN: 0-338-
S8z8q-6

c. Arnold Janet,
aueen
Elizabeth's
W a r d r o b e

Unlock'd,
Mane]-. Leeds,
19BB, ISBN:o-
9o1z86-zo-6
d. Frick, Carole
Collier. Dressing
Renaissance
Florence.:
Families
Fortunes &
Clothing. John
Hopkins
Lrniversih- Press.

.back gusset c

Baltimore . zaoz. ISBN: o-Bo18-6939-0
e. L'Abito della Granduchessa Vesti di
Corte e di ]{adonne nel Palazzo Reale di
Pisa. ]Iuseo Nazionale di Palazzo Reale.
Pis a.

f. IWikhaila. Ninya & Malcolm-Davies Jane.
The Tudor Tailor. BT Batsford Ltd.
London. 2006.ISEN: o 7LZ4 BgBS 5
g. Orsi Landini, nbUerta & Niccoli, brrrru.
La I{oda a Fir enze LS4o-158o. Pagliai
Polistamp&, Firenze, 2oo5. ISBI.t: BB-
83o+-86--g

Medici Archive Project: www.medici.org
{r lo 6)
Metopolitan }{useum of New York. http:/
/ rrnr+r. m e trnus e um. o rg/
Web Ga11en-: I{edici portraits by Bronzino.
http r,,','' \\-\\ 1\-.kfti.hu I -, larthp/html lb I
bronzino 1, index.html
wl\n\'. gol d s\ro rd. com
Milanese Tailor's handbook at http: I I
lr'r{ar . e1i z abe th ancostume. net/Tailors/
The Renaissance Tailor: Diego de Freyle's
patten bo ok. http : //vur,wv.vertetsable.com/
rese arch_fre1'Ie.htm

La Singora Onorata Katerina da Brescia is an
Italian noblewoman in the r6thC. She was born in
Brescia, escaping an arranged marri&Be, she
became a Prir-ateer. Having made her fortune and
lived in Ferrara for a short time, she is now'retired'
in Fiorenze (Florence). She lives the life of a noble
\\roman, married a younger man and has a
beautiful daughter. Katerina is also known as Black
Kat. Though she is retired from the Privateer life,
she has retained ownership of her privateer ship
The Gardi&D, berthed at the Port of Innilgard.
Karen Carlisle is an optometrist. She is married to
a younger man and has a beautiful daughter and
way too little time for all of her interests.

fostarning
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In this second part on Florentine patterns, I
concentrate on possible patterns used for maniche
(sleeves) and imbusto (bodice) of the middle r6thC
by Florentine Tailors.

,

Imbuxo (6olirc)
Again, both Eleanora's burial sottana (figure 9) and
Alcega's pattern book give us the closest to
documented contemporary evidence outside of
portraits and extant examples. The Red Pisa
sottana (Figure 7) has very similar pattern
construction to that of Eleanora's burial sottarla.
(La Moda a Firenze).

Both extant sottana have side back lacings (spiral),

wide necklines, thin shoulder
straps, a peaked front, being
higher at the back. lhe
waistline was approximately at
the natural waist level. Janet
Arnold has drafted a pattern
for this sottana, in her book
Patterns of Fashion. From the
extant dress, the following
basic imbusto pattern can be
drawn (Figure 13). Ar] imbusto
pattern, from L'Abito della

Granduchessa, of the Red Pisa sottana is very similar
in appearance. A third extant 16th century sottana,
found in Pisa, is more consistent with the slightly

i$Ure 7
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earlier portraits of t54os or possibly a middle class

sottana. This can be found in L'Abito della
Granduchessa seen redrawn in Figure B. This shows

a more rounded front to the waistline at the natural
waistline, at the back, and slightly lower, at the front.

WilktuS c-O,o&/ Tilrtcnlf* Irnbusto
I find the best way to obtain a properly fitting
pattern for the bodice, is to make a toile. Making a

toile involves draping material over the body (you

will need a helper) or a mannequin, to make a
pattern. I usually start with the back, to get a smooth
line up to the neck, then the front and over the
shoulder. This allows me to realign the back,
drawing in the lines of the'sottana to make a patterr].
then cutting away the excess to drape the shoulder
and neck more accurately. Examples of toiles can be
seen in Figure r+ (front), figure 15 &ack) and the
final pattern in Figure 16.

Wl$akhe |6lkeoc)
After the r53o's, the sleeve became more slender,
later having a much smaller baragoni (sleeve top).
Decorations abound, including structural changes,

slashing'and panelling. However the basic sleeve
remains relatively narro\^/.

Documentable sleeve patterns are less certain for
mid r6th century Florence. Eleanora's burial sottana
did not have sleeves for study; the Red Pisa sottana
does. However I have only recently seen discussions
or drawings based on patterns used for the Red Pisa

sottana. These can be found in L'Abito della
Granduchessa (p3o, 4o).

Looking into the pattern books available to
us, we see that Ncega has a narrow sleeve
pattern for a doublet fr4a (figure L7) which
was initially the closest I could find to the
ones of the Red Pisa sottana and visual
evidence from portraits. This shows a

slender, curyed, two piece pattern with a
shallow sleeve (convex) head. A flatter, less modern
sleeve head is supported by the patterns in L'Abito
della Granduchessa (redrawn in Figure r8a) showing
a flatter sleeve head shape (con.cave) but a one piece

sleeve as found in contemporary Florentine male
sleeve patterns available from extant items (figure rB).

Patterns of Fashion has discussion on male extant
Florentine garments. The pattern for Don Garzia's

doublet (r5 6z) sleeve can be seen in Figure 18.

l
l

Fi$Urer,.,,S
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This pattern is a one piece pattern, again
with a shallow sleeve head. The head is
curved in an 'S'pattern similar to modern
sleeves, unlike that of the Red Pisa dress.
The male garment Florentine sleeve fits
more easily to a more modern imbusto,
with narrower neckline with the shoulders
in a more modern position, on the
shoulders.

My current sleeve pattern is based my
more recent information gained from
L'Abito della Granduchessa (Figure r8a)
and can be seen in Figure 19a. This fits best
on a very wide neckline with the shoulders
sitting off the tip of the shoulder, with the
sleeve seam lining up with the side back
lacing of the imbusto.

Patterns can be developed, from the basic
sleeve. Panelled sleeves could look like
figure zo (based on the latest sleeve
pattern Figure 19a). Small, r55o's baragoni
(sleeve heads) can be as simple as extending
the top of the pattern and folding over to
form 'loops' as seen in Figure zr (based on
my old pattern)

Another option, is the earlier 154o's sleeve
with small, compact bara$oni (gathered
sleeve top) as seen in Figure 2za. My
preference for this tSpe of sleeve is for
two separate patterrs, one for the upper
baragoni (upper sleeve) and one for the
slender'undersleeve'.

This can be achieved by either making a
two piece sleeve, one with the basic
sleeve as seen in Figure 19a. The
baragoni is made separately to the
undersleeve and then worn 'over it'.
(Figure zz) This is a much easier
method for differing sleeve materials. It

also allows for more versatility. The 'uxr,j=:s-=:-, 
=

can be worn separately or removed (for r *I
modern summers in Australia). Th::: ::: i
few (non- Florentine) Italian paintri_.
showing the wearer with no lorr.er s^.=-.-=

such as Titian's Madonna and child.i,.rt-r S:

Catherine, St Dominic and Donor or I-":: - : --

Vestiture of St Brigid , LS24 (figure 2J r ,

La Moda a Firenze does state that sotta:_r:
could be worn without sleeves at home.
This could suggest that the 'undersleer-e'
could be a separate item. Florentine
portraits show an upper baragoni being the
same material as the dress. the contrasdng
material is usally on the lower, slender
maniche, particularly before the 154o's.

A separate 'baragoni' sleeve can be made
using the top part of the basic sleeve
pattern. This is elongated (approx. 2-g
times) so that it can be gathered or rouched
horizontally and vertically, as seen in the
bottom pattern in Figure 22. This pattern

is based on the newer sleeve pattern in Figure
L9a.

@th"Wenl*he lgikeoc)
Sleeves can be attatched to the bodice
(imbusto) by buttons (figure z6) or cloth ties
(f,gure 27} The flnal product: These are two
examples of sottana that I have made from
toiles using the above patterns (Figures 24

and 25) (F'igur es 24-27 next page).

p@:
Armschythe: armhole curye of the
imbusto pattern
Baragoni: puffy top half of the sleeve.
Falda - Italian for skirts
Imbusto - bodi cel body of the sottana,
coverirg the chest and shoulders.
Maniche: sleeve

Sottana: (petticoat). This was originally
the under dress, in earlier r6thC, later

Cufutrice:
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being more popularly being the dress worn on its
owl],
Toile: pattern made by draping material over the
body or mannequin, shaping it to the desired
pattern.
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La Singora Onorata Katerino da Bre.scfc is an Italian
noblewoman in the r6thC. She was born in Brescia,

escaping an arranged marriage, she became a Privateer,

Having made her fortune and lived in Ferrara for a short

time, she is now'retired' in Fiorenze (Florence). She lives

the life of a noble woman, married a younger man and has

a beautiful daughter. Katerina is also known as Black Kat.

Though she is retired from the Privateer life, she has

retained ownership of her privateer ship The Gardian,

berthed at the Port of Innilgard. Koren Carlisle is an

optometrist. She is married to a younger man and has a

beautiful daughter and way too little time for all of her

interests.
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